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Drug Class Season 3 Leader’s Guide   

 
This guide is designed to help take a group of students though the series to maximize the 
learning potential. 
 
1. Welcome Back Drug Class Season 3 
This episode deals first with Chelsea, one of the participants from Season 2.  Chelsea’s life has 
changed a lot as she now has a new baby. 
 
The biggest issue with drug and alcohol problems is helping the individual understand that what 
he/she is doing is problematic.  People generally surround themselves with people who are doing 
the same things that they are and then consider that what they are doing is normal.   
 
Here is a comprehensive screening tool to help people understand where they are at with their 
drug or alcohol use. 
 
Have participants answer yes or no on a separate sheet to the following questions.  It is 
always useful to read the questions and explain if necessary. Have the students consider the 
past two months for their answers. 
 
1. Do you have any close relatives - grandparents, parents, siblings - who have had drinking or 
drug problems?   
2. Do you consistently drink or use drugs more than your friends? Are you often the last one to 
leave the bar or party?   
3. Do you enjoy drinking or drugs and look forward to occasions when you can use them?   
4. Do you have a reputation as a great "party person" or "the life of the party"?   
5. Does it sometimes seem that you don’t want to stop drinking or using drugs, even though 
everyone else has had enough?  
6. Have you experienced any change in you patterns of drug use - using more or using more 
often, using drugs when alone, or switching to other, sometimes stronger drinks or drugs?   
7. Has anyone close to you, spouse, parents, children, friends - ever worried or complained about 
your drinking or drug use?   
8. Does the thought of a weekend without alcohol or drugs make you anxious or perhaps even 
angry?   
9. Do you ever buy drinks or drugs for your friends in an effort to keep the party going?   
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10. Do you tend to gulp down your first drinks or use your drug intensely to get a high going 
quickly?   
11. When you’re sober, do you sometimes regret things, you’ve said or done when drinking or 
using drugs, apologizing to the people you love and insisting that things will be different in the 
future? 
12. Do you sometimes make promises about controlling or cutting down on your drug use and 
then break these promises within a few days or weeks?   
13. Do you seem to feel guilty about drinking or using drugs, and yet when someone you love or 
respect mentions his/her concern do you become hostile and defensive?   
14. Are you able to use more drugs/alcohol now than you did a year ago?   
15. Have you had a blackout, when you can't recall some or all of the events that occurred when 
you were drinking or drugging?   
16. Have you had any difficulties at work or an educational institution - regular sick days, 
difficulty in concentrating, and complaints from other employees/students - that might be related 
to drinking or drugs?   
17. Do you sometimes say that you’re better off when you’re drinking or using drugs than when 
you are sober?  
18. Do you tend to think that your problems are the result of tension and stress, or lack of 
understanding from your parents, or unreasonable demands at work or school?   
19. Do you feel sorry for yourself because no one seems to understand? 
20. Do you appear to crave drugs, actually wanting a drink or drug so intensely that you are 
willing to risk a fight with your family members/girlfriend/boyfriend or a reprimand from your 
employer?   
21. Do you increasingly use more than you intend? Do you have trouble stopping once you have 
started using drugs/alcohol?   
22. Do you ever drink or use drugs during the day?   
23. Do your hands sometimes shake uncontrollably the morning after you’ve been using 
drugs/alcohol?   
24. Do you feel physically wretched (nauseated, shaky, queasy) and/or psychologically upset 
(depressed, anxious, tense, moody, unstable, paranoid) when sober and then appear instantly 
better when you’re able to use drugs/alcohol?   
25. Do you have any physical disorders or diseases that might be alcohol-related or drug-related, 
such as lack of appetite, recurrent nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea; or broken blood vessels around 
the nose and hollow cheekbones; yellow, glassy eyes; gastritis; high blood pressure; pneumonia; 
heart palpitations; fatty liver; hepatitis; cirrhosis; seizures; or pancreatitis?   
26. Have you been injured, had accidents, or suffered traumas while using drugs or alcohol? 
27. Do you ever express suicidal thoughts?    
28. Do you ever have unreasonable fears (for example, does the doorbell or telephone ringing 
seem to make you anxious and fearful)?   
29. Have you experienced any losses because of your drinking or drug use? 
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30. Do you neglect eating, particularly during and just after using drugs?   
31. Do you neglect your body and personal appearance by not exercising regularly or not taking 
showers or baths?   
32. Do you refuse to go to a doctor for obvious medical problems?   
33. Are you able to use less of the drug than you once could? 
 
 
 
To score test have the students do the following: 
Count number of yes answers from Questions 1 to 10. 
Count number of yes answers from 11 to 18, multiply that # by 2. 
Count number of yes answers from 19 to 33, multiply that # by 3. 
Then total the three sections. 
1-10 yes answers = ______ (a) 
11-18 yes answers _____ x 2= ______ (b) 
19 - 33 yes answers _____ x 3= _______ (c) 
Add a + b + c= Total ________ 
 
Watch the next video and then we will discuss what the score means. 
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2. Megan - More on Denial 
Megan has been working on her drug and alcohol issue for awhile, like many people she  
sometimes fools herself about how she is doing. 
 
Let’s take a look at the scores from the test we did in the last session. 
 
If you scored 1-6 for your total then you don’t seem to be having any problems related to your 
substance use. 
 
If you scored 7 to 16 then your drug or alcohol use is causing you some problems and you need 
to pay attention to this warning.  
 
If you scored 17 to 26 then you are showing symptoms of a developing dependency.  This isn’t a 
good thing and many people will find this hard to accept. Generally people will say things like, 
“I’m not dependent, I’m just doing this because I like it,” or “I could quit if I want, but I don’t 
want to.” Symptoms will include using because of boredom, stress, anger, shyness, or feeling 
that you can’t have fun without drugs or alcohol. 
 
If you scored from 27 to 71 (highest you can get) then you are dealing with either substance 
abuse or addiction, both of these things look the same because they both cause the same 
problems. The difference is that if you are abusing a substance you will be able to control or 
curtail your use, if you have an addiction you won’t be able to do this. 
 
Any, or any combination, of these issues indicates problems caused by drug or alcohol abuse: 
 
Emotional - Anxiety 
                     Depression 
                     Mood swings 
                     Anger 
 
Monetary - Spending most of your money on drugs or alcohol 
                    Stealing or lying to get money 
 
Relationships - Fighting with parents 
                            Trust issues 
                             Problems with friends 
 
Health - Sleep problems (inability to sleep without drugs or alcohol) 
                Low energy 
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                Weight loss or gain 
                Appetite problems 
 
 School - Attendance problems 
                 Poor performance 
 
If possible review your group’s scores individually. It is important to help them understand that 
if they have a score over 17 they are experiencing a drug or alcohol problem that needs to be 
addressed. 
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3. Hayley - Progression 
 
Addiction is termed a progressive disease, which means that if we don’t do anything to arrest it 
things will get worse. 
 
PROGRESSIVE NATURE OF ADDICTION 
The progressive nature of addiction is incomprehensible to users and loved ones alike. For most 
of us, it seems strange that drug abuse represents behavior that is beyond "voluntary control." 
The central feature of addictive disorders is a progressive loss of control over substance use, 
whereby chemically dependent people continue, and even amplify their use -- despite 
increasingly devastating consequences. 
 
The behavior patterns that define substance dependency are characterized by the individual's 
inability to accurately predict the timing, amount, duration, or consequences of substance 
consumption. 
 
THE BEHAVIOR PATTERNS 
"The substance use is continued despite knowledge of having persistent or recurrent physical or 
psychological problems"  
"There is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control (i.e. predict) substance 
use" 
"The substance is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended" 
"There is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control substance use" DSM 
IV (APA, 1994, p. 181).  

COMMON TERMS 

Denial: The "hallmark" of the disease. All family members and close friends are affected by the 
actions of the Chemically Dependent Person. The refusal to admit the truth is a part of the 
disease process and must be overcome before the healing can occur.  
 
Enabling: Due to shame and fear, significant family members often allow the Chemically 
Dependent Person to continue disruptive, irrational behavior patterns. This condition is 
established through a long history of deception, manipulation and control. Family members must 
learn to focus on their own needs.  
 
Fear: A natural protective instinct that actually allows conditions to continue and only serves to 
reinforce the cycle of denial. A trained interventionist will help remove these barriers by 
allowing all concerned to see the truth.  
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Recovery: The process of learning to cope with feelings on a daily basis free from mind 
changing chemicals. The healthy family unit can be restored and all concerned parties are then 
able to live their own lives.  
 
Hitting Bottom: Complete physical, mental and spiritual defeat. The condition when all power, 
family, job and money must be lost before someone will accept help. It is no longer necessary to 
wait. Intervention and treatment are far better alternatives that have been proven to work. 
 
Have the students do a detailed chronological history of their substance use. For each year have 
them write about changes to their moods, friends, activities, important relationships and family 
dynamics as well as their drug and alcohol use. Upon completion of their history have them 
compare their journey to the above description of the addictive nature of the disease. 
 
 
Have your students Keep a mood calendar for a month.  They will generally respond well if they 
do it like a poster. They can use standard Smileys: 

 
 
Or they can certainly create their own images.  On the calendar they should also create a code so 
that they can keep track of their drug and alcohol use.  At the end of the month they should be 
asked to make some correlations between their use and how they are feeling. 
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4. Caroline - Dealing with the past 
 
In order to get better we really need to look at where we have come from.  If we are carrying 
guilt, shame, regrets or anger those feelings really get in the way of our being able to get better. 
 
Generally many of these things we keep to ourselves and what that does is cause a build up on 
negative emotions. These rob us of self-esteem and of energy we could use to get better. 
 
Here is a list of Forgiveness Quotes. Have the students pick two or three that they particularly 
like and ask them to figure out how they could incorporate these into their lives.  Also have them 
make a list of what they feel they need to forgive themselves for and to see how they can use 
their quotes to help them do that.  Then have them make a list of people they need to forgive, 
again, ask them to use their quotes to help them figure out what they need to do. 
 
“A mistake is always forgivable, rarely excusable and always unacceptable.”  
Robert Fripp  
“Always forgive your enemies - nothing annoys them so much.”  
Oscar Wilde  
“Forgiveness is a funny thing. It warms the heart and cools the sting.” 
William Arthur Ward  
“Forgiveness is a gift you give yourself.”  
Suzanne Somers  
“Forgiveness is a virtue of the brave.” 
Indira Gandhi  
“Forgiveness is like faith. You have to keep reviving it.”  
Mason Cooley  
“Forgiveness is the answer to the child's dream of a miracle by which what is broken is made 
whole again, what is soiled is made clean again.” 
Dag Hammarskjold  
“Forgiveness is the economy of the heart... forgiveness saves the expense of anger, the cost of 
hatred, the waste of spirits.”  
Hannah More  
“Forgiveness is the final form of love.”  
Reinhold Niebuhr  
 
 

 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/robertfrip163302.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/robertfrip163302.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/robertfrip163302.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/o/oscarwilde105222.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/o/oscarwilde105222.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/o/oscarwilde105222.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamart105215.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamart105215.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamart105215.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamart105215.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/w/williamart105215.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/s/suzannesom380665.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/s/suzannesom380665.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/s/suzannesom380665.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/i/indiragand158226.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/i/indiragand158226.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/i/indiragand158226.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/masoncoole395193.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/masoncoole395193.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/masoncoole395193.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/daghammars101448.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/daghammars101448.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/daghammars101448.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/h/hannahmore129124.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/h/hannahmore129124.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/h/hannahmore129124.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/reinholdni121403.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/reinholdni121403.html
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/r/reinholdni121403.html
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5. Brain Chemistry -   

The Disease that Lies 
Trying to understand the disease of addiction is difficult for most and nearly impossible for those 
who are in it.   That is one of the biggest problems. Addiction lies to us and it makes us lie to 
ourselves. It is really good at telling us, or having us believe that what we are doing isn’t a 
problem.  That is how and why it kills people.   
  
As an assignment for the kids you are working with have them do a little research and 
come back and talk about some of the deaths from addiction that have touched them, both 
friends and family and people in the media.  Also have them look at people who have 
recovered from addictions and continue to lead full and productive lives.  Again it is useful 
to look at friends and family as well as celebrities. 
 
Addiction is a brain disease, we know much more about it than we used to. Addiction resides in 
the limbic system, a subconscious part of our brain that is involved with memory, emotion and 
reward. This area of the brain is the reward center, as it ensures that all rewarding or reinforcing 
activities, especially those associated with our survival, are seen as very important. The reward 
center makes sure we survive by eating, drinking fluids, having sex (for survival of the species) 
and maintaining human interactions. Drugs and alcohol hijack this system and give drug and 
alcohol use too much importance. 
 
The continued use of the drug becomes the most important drive, and the person’s life starts to 
spin out of control. 
 
People who are abusing drugs and alcohol will generally say they are choosing to do what they 
are doing, generally this is not true. People are unable to make decisions to not use because their 
brains have been altered to make the use of the drugs more important than anything else. Relief 
of pain (either physical or psychological), the real, unimaginable pain of addiction, is part of the 
problem. People have many reasons for seeking relief from this pain; some pain precedes the 
addiction, but most pain is the result of the addiction. Hopelessness becomes a way of life. 
Shame and guilt become the standard feelings, and the standard response is to try and kill the 
pain. It works temporally but the result is always increased pain. 
 
 
Have your students do a small research project on the effects of substance use on the brain.   
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6. Michael - Independence 
Being responsible includes how you act towards yourself and others. Responsible living and 
being a responsible person can help you gain respect and acknowledgement.  
 
Take this self-responsibility quiz to find out how responsible you are and discover some tips for 
becoming a more responsible person. Highlight the sentence that is most applicable to you in 
each question.  
 
1. Do you make goals and commitments that you can keep? 
  
I have spent time writing down my goals and commitments and reviewing them. 
I have tried to make goals and commitments, but they are always too unrealistic for me to keep. 
I don't think I need goals or commitments in my life; I'm stressed out enough as it is! 
  
 
2. Do you keep your commitments? 
  
I always keep my commitments, or inform others when I cannot. 
I try to keep my commitments, but I get too busy. 
I sometimes keep my commitments, but I'm running late most of the time. 
 
3. Do you have a goal that you stick to? 
  
I keep my goals simple so I can stick to them. 
My goals are so vast that I have trouble sticking to them. 
I have goals, but I can't keep them, I always feel like I am off-task. 
 
4. Do you stay on task and complete work on schedule? 
  
I can usually stay on task and complete work on time, but if not I am quick to inform people who 
rely on me. 
I try to stay on task, but I find it hard to keep to a schedule. 
I can't seem to get anything done on time! 
 
5. Do you honestly admit your mistakes? 
  
I can admit when I make a mistake. 
I try to admit my mistakes to myself and others. 
I don't make mistakes, and if I did, I wouldn't tell anyone. 
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6. Do you try to learn from your mistakes? 
  
I think mistakes are a great way to improve by learning.  
I don't spend time trying to improve on my mistakes, I just move on.  
Most of my mistakes are really because someone else did something to me. 
  
 
7. Do you use your speech and actions to positively influence others? 
  
I tell people when they do a good job, and I track my own accomplishments. 
I usually tell someone when they do something right, but not myself.  
I don't think that I can make a positive influence in any-one's life right now. 
 
8. Do you practice respecting yourself? 
  
I respect myself and know that I am a valuable person; I don't let myself be taken advantage of. 
I sometimes do something I don't want to so that another person will be happy. 
I have trouble finding anything to respect myself for lately. 
 
9. Do you practice self-control? 
  
I do not to buy or use things to the point that it compromises my financial and personal health.  
I try to control myself, but I find I am spending too much or using too much more often than not. 
I can't help but buy or use something when I want it, even if it is a quick impulse. This has 
impacted my lifestyle. 
 
10. Do you practice being honest with yourself and others? 
  
I try to recognize truth and other perspectives of the truth as much as possible.  
I usually am honest, but I tell white lies here and there.  
The consequence of being honest with myself and others scares me. 
 
If you generally highlighted the first sentence for each question then you are OK, if most of your 
answers were the second or third sentence for each question then you need to do some work on 
being more responsible.  To do that start to make a short list of things you  want to get done each 
day,  remember, its your list and if you don’t get done what you want you can’t blame any one 
else.  Work on this for a couple of weeks.  Keep track of what you do get done and more 
importantly, how do you feel when you accomplish a goal. 
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7. Jessa - Binge Drinking 
 
What is Binge Drinking? 
A drinking binge is commonly defined as having five or more "standard" drinks in a row for 
men, and four or more in a row for women. The definition of binge drinking can be confusing, 
because many other factors come into play, some of which are discussed below. The bottom line 
is that any time someone sets out to get drunk, then drinks a large amount of alcohol in a short 
time, it is a binge and it is deadly dangerous. The "five-four" rule is a sensible cutoff to warn 
people that they are about to enter the danger zone. 
Some of the factors that confuse the definition of binge drinking are the amount of time that 
passes while someone is drinking, the food eaten, the situation, and medications the person may 
be taking. 
 
First off, the binge drinking definition says that in a binge, the drinks are consumed "in a row." 
This implies that they are consumed more or less as quickly as possible. If a person is drinking 
that quickly, he or she will become drunk, and it does constitute a binge. Some people say, 
"Well, I had five drinks, but "x" hours went by, so I don’t think it was a binge." If many hours 
passed while the person was drinking, perhaps consuming five drinks did not equal a "binge" on 
that occasion. But in one sense, it hardly matters. 
 
Call it a "binge" or call it something else; over one hour or over ten, five drinks on one occasion 
is not a healthy amount of alcohol for anyone to consume. Five drinks on one occasion will make 
almost anyone "legally" drunk, and will make most people quite drunk. At least five non-
drinking hours after the last drink would have had to pass before the person would be sober. 
If someone has a big meal before drinking, it takes longer for the alcohol to reach the 
bloodstream. However, when you are talking about four or five drinks, no meal is going to keep 
the person from becoming drunk. Again, binging boils down to intent + number of drinks in a 
row. If someone intends to become drunk, and drinks four or five drinks (depending on gender,) 
it’s high-risk drinking no matter what you call it. 
 
Factors like unusual situations and medications lower the number of drinks that constitute a 
binge. If a person is in an unusual or uncomfortable situation, his or her discomfort will escalate 
the effects of alcohol somewhat. Even more seriously, if a person is taking any one of a large 
number of medications – both over-the-counter and prescription medications – he or she may 
become drunk with very little alcohol. In addition, drinking alcohol while taking medications can 
be extremely dangerous. Acetaminophen (Tylenol,) barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and 
prescription pain medication are among the most dangerous, but many others can cause trouble, 
as well. 
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How much is "a drink" of alcohol? 
A standard drink is 12 grams of pure ethanol (the proper name of alcohol,) which equals: 

● 12 ounces of beer or wine cooler. 
● 8 ounces of malt liquor. 
● 5 ounces of wine. 
● 1 1/2 ounces of 80-proof distilled spirits (whiskey, etc.) 
 

In other words, a can of beer contains as much ethanol as a shot of liquor. Malt liquor, which 
looks and tastes a lot like beer, contains 50% more ethanol per ounce than regular beer. 
A commonsense caution to keep in mind is that the size of the glass can easily make a drink 
"nonstandard." At many casual parties, beer and other drinks are served in 16-20 ounce plastic 
cups. If 12 ounces of beer is one drink, 16 ounces is 1.33 drinks, and 20 ounces is 1.67 drinks. A 
large-size drink of hard liquor mixed with water, juice, or soda, could contain many times the 
"standard" amount of ethanol. 
 
Take the test at http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx   
Print out your results and discuss them with your teacher or counselor to see if there are areas 
that you can improve on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
http://www.checkyourdrinking.net/CYD/CYDScreenerP1_0.aspx
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8. Megan’s Seminar - Our Story 
 
Megan tells her story. 
 
One of the most useful things a person can do is honestly evaluate their substance use history. 
 
There are several really good books that I would suggest you have available for your students to 
read.  Even kids who say they don’t like reading tend to “eat” these up. 

Blackout Girl by Jennifer Storm

Smashed by Koren Zailckas 

 
A Million Little Pieces by James Frey 
 
In The Realm of Hungry Ghosts by Gabor Mate M.D.
 
Chasing The High by Kyle Keegan and Howard B. Moss  
 
 
Alternatively the movies Basketball Diaries, Ray, Walk the Line, and Wasted offer insights into 
addiction and recovery and create excellent opportunities for discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Jennifer-Storm/e/B001JPBRDE/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1319144165&sr=8-1
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9. Caroline - Treatment Centers 
 
Treatment works 
Many people are afraid of going to treatment/rehab, generally it is because they have unfounded 
fears about what it will be like etc.  It has been proven that treatment is an effective way of 
changing ones life for the better. 
 
As a facilitator/teacher, one of the best things you can do for the kids in your program is to bring 
in a speaker who can tell a personal story about their treatment experience and success.  Check 
with local treatment facilities or AA/NA groups to see if they can help you find a speaker. 
 
Here is a story written by one of the Drug Class kids that may help as well. 
 
I had my first drink when I was nine, and my first meeting with Rand when I was fourteen. In 
between, I had managed to become totally consumed by drugs and alcohol. Relationships, trust, 
happiness and self-will were all lost. Grades and my health took a downward spiral. True friends 
were replaced by drinking buddies. I didn't know who I was, but I knew I didn't like myself. I 
constantly thought about dying, wanting it to happen sooner than later so that I wouldn't have to 
deal with the pain and the emotion anymore. As more depression, guilt and anger built up, I 
drank more in an attempt to hide the feelings. My smile was as fake as a Barbie doll.  
Finally, I couldn't take it anymore. I didn't want to go any further with my addiction... I was sick 
and tired of being sick and tired, of needing alcohol or drugs in my system to feel normal. When 
I was fourteen, I decided to give sobriety a try, scared of what would happen if I continued to 
use. I made it four months before I wanted to drink again, I realized no matter how sober you are, 
you are still an addict. A friend of mine gave me a piece of paper with a phone number on it, told 
me that this person helped her through a lot and could help me too. A week later, I met Rand for 
the first time. 
 
In the two years that I have known him, my life has improved dramatically. I do not consider 
rand as a counselor, or some old guy trying to get kids sober. I consider him a friend, someone I 
can cry to and laugh with, he is always the first person I turn to when I need help and the first to 
kick my butt right back into gear. 
 
By meeting with Rand and going to drug class, I have learned a lot about myself, my addiction 
and who I want to be. I now have more good days then bad days. I met people my age going 
through the same problems as I am, people that I can talk to. I can deal with my emotions as they 
come and go instead of suppressing them and drinking them away. My relationships with my 
family are great, everything I lost I have worked to get back. 
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Looking back at who I was when I was using is scary for me. Some days I ask myself how I am 
still alive today when all I wanted to do was die. Sobriety isn't always the easiest thing, but it is a 
second chance at life and redeeming myself, getting back what I lost and bettering my future.  
I am not perfect. I have days where I don't want to get out of bed; I still have moments where I 
want to go back to using because emotions are hard to face. But I am learning, learning what it 
means to live life and to be really, truly happy. I am learning to not let the darkness win, to 
always look for that ray of light that can help me find my way again. Life is a learning process. 
If I wouldn't have met rand, if I had never attended drug class, you would most likely have found 
my name under the obituaries. Every time we worked on the show, it would end with the crew 
thanking me, but I should be thanking them because they gave me an opportunity to learn about 
me and to share my story. An opportunity that saved my life. 
 
Having the students you are working with write out their story, from when they started to 
where they are at now will help them understand either, that they could benefit from 
change, or that they already have. 
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10. Staying Healthy - Finding Ourselves 

Positive and Negative 
We are what we think and our feelings are directly related to our thinking. Much substance 
use/abuse is directly related to how we feel, we are angry or frustrated, depressed, lonely etc. 
Because of these feelings we start drinking or getting high to block these feelings, generally we 
tell ourselves that it "makes us feel better" actually it just makes us feel less. 
 
Often we realize that our substance use is causing us problems and we try to quit or cut down but 
we feel so bad that we end up going back to it. These situations are always very complicated but 
the more we can change how we think about things the more likely it is that we can actually 
change what is happening in our lives. 
 
Here is something to try for a week. Start making a gratitude list, every day write down things 
that you are grateful for, as many as you can. 
 
Keep the list where you can see it. For many people this is very difficult because we have been 
training ourselves to only look at the negative. Don't give up, do the best you can.  You actually 
will start to notice more good in your life and your level of stress will start to go down. 
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11. Codependency 
  
Do you feel like you give and give in your relationships but you get very little back? Are you 
always trying to save somebody or rescue somebody who doesn’t have their life together? 

You may be co-dependent. 

Take the quiz in this section and find out.  
 
In a relationship between two emotionally healthy adults, the roles of giving and receiving help 
are balanced.  Both people offer help and receive help from each other in approximately equal 
amounts. However, there are some people who always take on the role of being the helper, no 
matter what relationship they are in. These people give, and give, and they always seem to get 
involved with people who have very serious emotional problems, such as addiction.  They 
exhaust themselves trying desperately to save the other person, even at tremendous cost to their 
own health. These people have friendships that focus exclusively on trying to solve the problems 
of their friends. 
 
We sometimes call this quality “codependency,” and we may label people who are obsessed with 
helping others “co-dependent.”  A person who is co-dependent will tend to have relationships 
with people who have a lot of problems emotional, social, familial, and financial.  The co-
dependent person may spend much of their own time, money, and energy helping other people 
who have problems, while ignoring the problems in their own life. 
 
Why would somebody be co-dependent? A person who is co-dependent often suffers from a 
deep sense of worthlessness and anxiety, and tries to derive a sense of self-worth by helping or 
rescuing others.  A person who is co-dependent may not know how to relax and feel comfortable 
in a friendship where both people are equals and the relationship is based on enjoying each 
other’s company. 
 
Co-dependent people may even feel anxious if someone they have been helping gets their life in 
order and no longer wants their help. The co-dependent person may immediately look around for 
someone else they can “save.” 
 
If you frequently take on the role of helping the people who are your friends, how can you tell if 
you are acting out of genuine kindness and concern, or whether your behavior is in fact co-
dependency?  
 
When is it healthy to put the needs of other people first, and when is it unhealthy? There aren’t 
really any hard and fast lines between the two. 
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Here are some questions you can ask yourself to see whether your “helping” behavior may 
actually be co-dependency: 
 

1. Do you feel responsible for the actions of another person?  
2. Do you repeatedly lose sleep worrying about another person?  
3. Do you feel that you have to help another person, before you look after your own jobs or 

needs?  
4. Do you suppress thoughts or feelings about helping another, only to “explode” in anger 

later?  
5. Do you feel rejected or angry when another person does not want your help?  
6. Do you over commit yourself to groups or committees, only to feel angry about your 

commitment?  
7. Do you go to work early and stay late because the boss “needs you”?  
8. Do you stay late at work to “clean up” after your employees or co-workers or classmates?  
9. Do you work long hours but do not charge your employer for the work you performed or 

do you do other people’s homework so they don’t get in trouble?  
10. Do you obsessively clean the house, do laundry, cook, to please someone else?  
11. Do you worry more about someone else’s activities more than your own?  
12. Do you take on extended families, e.g. other people’s kids?  
13. Do you live with or are in a relationship with an alcoholic, drug addict, gambler, sex 

addict, etc.?  
14. Do you find yourself “enabling” another person in their addiction?  
15. Do you sometimes find yourself “sabotaging” another person’s attempts at recovery?  
16. Do you feel ashamed about your family or personal relationships?  
17. Do you deny or hide the fact that your family may have been troubled, repressive or 

dysfunctional?  
18. Do you find yourself unnecessarily (if you are a parent with a child who you suspect of 

having drug or alcohol problems sometimes you need to do this) stealing from or spying 
on your partner or children, e.g. bank accounts, mail, e-mail, Facebook, etc.?  

19. Do you easily get confused, depressed, lethargic or sick particularly after helping another 
person?  

20. Are you experiencing physical symptoms of stress because of other people's actions?  
21. Do you sometimes feel that mental or physical abuse by another is your fault?  

 
If you answered “yes” to a lot (5 or more) of these questions, you may indeed have a 
problem with co-dependency. This does not mean that you are a flawed person. It means 
that you are spending a lot of energy on other people and very little on yourself. If it seems 
that a lot of your friendships are based on co-dependent rescuing behaviors, rather than on 
mutual liking and respect between equals, you may wish to step back and rethink your role 
in relationships. If you suspect that your helping behavior is a form of co-dependency, a 
good therapist or counselor can help you gain perspective on your actions and learn a more 
balanced way of relating to others. 
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12. The Dark Side of Drugs - Prescription Drug Abuse 
 
Most people take medicines only for the reasons their doctors prescribe them. But an estimated 
20 percent of people in the United States have used prescription drugs for non-medical reasons. 
This is prescription drug abuse. It is a serious and growing problem. Abusing some prescription 
drugs can lead to addiction. You can develop an addiction to:  

• Narcotic painkillers  
• Sedatives and tranquilizers  
• Stimulants  

 
Experts don't know exactly why this type of drug abuse is increasing. The availability of drugs is 
probably one reason. Doctors are prescribing more drugs for more health problems than ever 
before. Online pharmacies make it easy to get prescription drugs without a prescription, even for 
youngsters.  
 
Right across the country the problem of teens abusing prescription medications continues to 
increase.  I have talked to several teens this week who have "tried" oxy or morphine in the last 
week. They know it is dangerous but like most things they just wanted to see what it was like.  
This isn't just happening in the "druggie" crowd.   
 
Parents and teachers really need to talk to their kids and help them understand that this type of 
experimentation is a bad idea.  These drugs are easy to overdose on, particularly when used in 
conjunction with alcohol.  They are also highly addictive and many teens are turning up in detox 
centers trying to deal with their newest problem. 
 
One of the drugs that is causing a lot of problems is “Oxy” - Oxycontin/Oxycodone. 
I was talking to some kids the other day about prescription drug use and I was explaining about 
the addictive nature of Oxycontin and that chemically it is very similar to heroin (heroin 
C21H23NO5 - oxy C18H21NO4). The response from one girl was "no it isn't." She believed it 
was OK. 
 
What we think to be true about things really determines how we act. 
If we like something we will generally discount any negative information. There is a rise in 
prescription drug abuse, this is generally seen in teens who are partying very regularly, 2 to 3 
times a week. When that much chemical stimulation (doesn’t matter the drug and remember 
alcohol is a drug too) becomes a pattern it is very easy to want to try something else. 
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We need to help our kids break patterns. 
Have your kids work on an evaluation of what they believe to be true about drugs,  Have 
them write down what they think to be true and then help them research the information to 
find out what is really true. 
 
For example many teens believe that because marijuana is a plant it can’t hurt you. This allows 
them to use the drug thinking that it is OK.  Actually understanding this drug can really change 
that. 
 
How pure are street drugs? There is no proper quality control over illegal drugs. 

Purities 

It is often difficult to know whether a powder, pill, resin, herb or liquid is a particular drug. Even 
if you think it is a particular drug you may have no idea how strong the dose is, whether it also 
contains another drug(s) or other substances to bulk it out. Illegal drugs may contain:  

• Impurities – substances present in the drug as a natural result of how it was made rather 
than deliberately added. For example, opiate alkaloids may be present in heroin from 
refining opium into heroin.  

•  
• Adulterants – these are drugs that deliberately mimic or enhance the effects of the drug 

being offered. Examples are the way caffeine and/or ephedrine are often found in 
amphetamine or ecstasy.  

•  
• Diluents – these are mainly sugars such as glucose, lactose and mannitol. These are 

added to bulk out the deal and assist the process of dilution of the drug for injection.  

 
It can obviously be dangerous to take something that you are not sure about. A strong dose may 
leave someone disorientated and they may panic, freak out and be more likely to be involved in 
accidents. Similarly taking what you think is one type of drug and finding that it is another, with 
possibly very different effects, can be disturbing.  
 
Purity of street drugs and what they contain varies between different places and can also change 
within a matter of days. Below is only a rough guide to what we know about the purity of 
different drugs. This is a guide to national patterns and should not be relied on to determine the 
content of substances circulating in your area– only analysis of local samples can do that, and 
mistaken assumptions could be risky. 
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Amphetamine 
The most impure illegal drug. Purity may be up to 10 percent but is more commonly less than 5 
percent with some samples as low as 1 percent purity. Amphetamine is often cut with sugars, 
caffeine and/or ephedrine and sometimes with paracetamol, Vitamin C, chalk and talcum 
powder. 
 
Cocaine 
Purity can vary from 20-90 percent with an average around 50-60 percent. The rest is usually 
made up of sugars such as glucose, lactose and/ or mannitol. 

Crack cocaine 
Usually 70-75 percent pure cocaine freebase and up to 100 percent pure in some samples. 

Ecstasy 
The amount of ecstasy (MDMA) in one tablet may vary. Some tablets sold as ecstasy may 
contain no MDMA and be other drugs. Many ecstasy tablets also contain other drugs – ketamine, 
amphetamine, caffeine, ephedrine, and the tranquillizer, flunitrazepam, have all be found. Some 
tablets also contain other ecstasy type drugs such as MDA or MDEA. The average amount of 
MDMA in a genuine tablet is 70–80 milligrams, but occasionally much larger amounts may be 
present. 

Heroin 
Usually 30-80 percent pure, averaging at 45-50 percent pure. The rest is usually paracetamol, 
other opiate alkaloids, sugars and sometimes methaqualone or diazepam (valium). Varying 
purity has often been connected to fatal overdose through injecting heroin when people take a 
higher purity dose than they are used to.  
 
LSD 
Now rarely seen by police or customs. Usually sold as small paper squares, cut from larger 
sheets which have been soaked in the drug. The dosage of LSD on one square can vary a lot. 

Anabolic steroids 
Most steroids bought in gymnasia are either fakes or counterfeits. Fakes contain little or no 
steroid (though sometimes they do contain drugs other than steroid) or a different steroid from 
that cited on the label. Counterfeits are illicitly manufactured products sold as the genuine 
pharmaceutical drug. 
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Contaminants in Marijuana 
 
Contaminants contained in natural cannabis continue to pose a health threat to patients who must 
obtain their medicine from unscrupulous illicit markets. One popular fear is that illegal marijuana 
might be intentionally saturated with other illegal drugs. But that possibility is unlikely, because 
intentional contamination with other illegal substances would not be economically feasible for 
the typical drug dealer. Ignorant purchasers might be duped into buying oregano or some other 
green vegetable material ("GVM" is a common term used by police) resembling marijuana, but 
such costly deceptions are not often repeated. Several other contaminant hazards pose a much 
more serious threat to medical marijuana users. 
 
Harmful pesticides may be absorbed by the marijuana plant during cultivation and then enter the 
human body through administration. Repeated exposure to unknown chemical poisons may build 
to toxic levels in a user’s system. In one example from Hayward California, a well-known 
marijuana patient with an unusual immune disease died from repeated exposure to the miticide 
"Avid." Avid is now illegal to sell in the US, though it remains available from Canadian sources. 
Directed for used on ornamentals only, Avid contains a powerful neurotoxin that is absorbed by 
all types of living tissue and builds to toxic levels cumulatively. Because marijuana patients 
commonly consume cannabis every day for many years, there is a substantial threat of health 
complications through repeated exposure to toxic pesticides. Researchers have frequently linked 
health hazards to a variety of common compounds long after the products have been put in use. 
Even well-intentioned marijuana farmers may unwittingly deliver harmful contaminants. 
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13. The Reunion – Picking A Path 
 
We have spent a lot of time trying to better understand the negative effects of drug and alcohol 
use.  We generally start using drugs or alcohol to see what they do, we end up using them to try 
and feel better. 
 
There comes a point in life when you get tired of chasing everyone and trying to fix everything, 
but it’s not giving up. It’s realizing you don’t need certain people and things and the drama they 
bring. If a person wants to be a part of your life they will make an obvious effort to do so. Don’t 
bother reserving a space in your heart for people who do not make an effort to stay. 
 
If you want to fly, you have to give up the things that weigh you down – which is not always as 
obvious and easy as it sounds. Doing something and getting it wrong is at least ten times more 
productive than doing nothing. Every success has a trail of failures behind it, and every failure is 
leading towards success. You don’t fail by falling down. You fail by never getting back up. 
 
Sometimes you just have to forget how you feel, remember what you deserve, and keep pushing 
forward. When you get to know people with different ethnic backgrounds, from different cities 
and countries, who live at various socioeconomic levels, you begin to realize that everyone 
basically wants the same things. They want validation, love, happiness, fulfillment and hopes for 
a better future. The way they pursue these desires is where things branch off, but the 
fundamentals are the same. You can relate to almost everyone everywhere if you look past the 
superficial facades that divide us. 
 
While you’re busy looking for the perfect person, you’ll probably miss the imperfect person who 
could make you perfectly happy. This is as true for friendships as it is for intimate relationships. 
Finding a companion or a friend isn’t about trying to transform yourself into the perfect image of 
what you think they want. It’s about being exactly who you are and then finding someone who 
appreciates that. Relationships must be chosen wisely. It’s better to be alone than to be in bad 
company. There’s no need to rush. If something is meant to be, it will happen – in the right time, 
with the right person, and for the best reason. Making a thousand friends is not a miracle. A 
miracle is making one friend who will stand by your side when thousands are against you. 
 
Someone will always be better looking. Someone will always be smarter. Someone will always 
be more charismatic. But they will never be you – with your exact ideas, knowledge and skills. 
 
Making progress involves risk. Period. You can’t make it to second base with your foot on first. 
Every morning you are faced with two choices: You can aimlessly stumble through the day not 
knowing what’s going to happen and simply react to events at a moment’s notice, or you can go 
through the day directing your own life and making your own decisions and destiny.  
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Everyone makes mistakes. If you can’t forgive others, don’t expect others to forgive you. To 
forgive is to set a prisoner free and discover the prisoner was you. It’s okay to fall apart for a 
little while. 
 
You don’t always have to pretend to be strong, and there is no need to constantly prove that 
everything is going well. You shouldn’t be concerned with what other people are thinking either 
– cry if you need to – it’s healthy to shed your tears. The sooner you do, the sooner you will be 
able to smile again. 
 
We sometimes do things that are permanently foolish just because we are temporarily upset. A 
lot of heartache can be avoided if you learn to control your emotions. 
 
Someone else doesn’t have to be wrong for you to be right. There are many roads to what’s right. 
You cannot judge others by your own past. They are living a different life than you. What might 
be good for one person may not be good for another. What might be bad for one person might 
change another person’s life for the better. You have to allow people to make their own mistakes 
and their own decisions. 
 
Nobody is perfect, and nobody deserves to be perfect. Nobody has it easy. 
You never know what people are going through. Every one of us has issues. So don’t belittle 
yourself or anyone else. Everybody is fighting their own unique war. 
 
A smile doesn’t always mean a person is happy. Sometimes it simply means they are strong 
enough to face their problems. The happiest people I know keep an open mind to new ideas and 
ventures, use their leisure time as a means of mental development, and love good music, good 
books, good pictures, good company and good conversation. And oftentimes they are also the 
cause of happiness in others – me in particular. 
 
You can’t take things too personally. Rarely do people do things because of you. They do things 
because of them. Feelings change, people change, and time keeps rolling. You can hold on to 
past mistakes or you can create your own happiness. A smile is a choice, not a miracle. 
 
True happiness comes from within. Don’t make the mistake of waiting on someone or something 
to come along and make you happy. 
 
It’s much harder to change the length of your life than it is to change the depth of it. You end up 
regretting the things you did NOT do far more than the things you did. When you stop chasing 
the wrong things you give the right things a chance to catch you. 
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One of the greatest challenges in life is being yourself in a world that’s trying to make you like 
everyone else. Enjoy the little things, because one day you may look back and discover they 
were the big things.  
 
Anyone can make a difference. Making one person smile can change the world. Maybe not the 
whole world, but their world. Everything is a life lesson. Everyone you meet, everything you 
encounter, etc. They’re all part of the learning experience we call ‘life.’ Never forget to 
acknowledge the lesson, especially when things don’t go your way. If you don’t get a job that 
you wanted or a relationship doesn’t work, it only means something better is out there waiting. 
And the lesson you just learned is the first step towards it. 
 
Regardless of how filthy your past has been, your future is still spotless. Don’t start your day 
with the broken pieces of yesterday. Every day is a fresh start. Each day is a new beginning. 
Every morning we wake up is the first day of the rest of our life. 
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